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/EINPresswire.com/ -- SmartCarCheck,

a leading UK provider of

comprehensive car check history

reports, is thrilled to announce that

they have revamped their report layout

and added car outstanding finance checks, stolen car checks, and more information.

New Vehicle Data Additions

With over 80% of cars purchased in the UK today being used cars, SmartCarCheck decided to

step up their game and provide an even more detailed history of vehicles for car buyers, sellers,

and dealerships.

With the reg check tool, they provide basic and premium vehicle history reports including all of

the following car information:

Vehicle check summary: This section gives a full summary of important past records and overall

condition of any used car. 

Car Outstanding Finance Checks: This section of the report shows information about

outstanding finance records and agreements. If a car buyer purchases a car with outstanding

finance, they will have to pay off the finance company or risk getting their vehicle repossessed. 

With this check, car buyers can spot a car that may be repossessed in the future and avoid

them.

Stolen checks: Another premium check introduced in the report is stolen checks. This section

essentially shows stolen records from MIAFTR and police on the vehicle.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://smartcarcheck.uk/
https://smartcarcheck.uk/vehicle-registration-check


High risk checks: High risk vehicles are vehicles that are closely monitored or tracked to make

sure that it doesn’t get sold without a good title.

Vehicle Identity Check (VIC test): This section tells if a vehicle has a VIC marker or not. A VIC

inspection is carried out on a vehicle to verify if a vehicle was stolen or cloned.

Insurance written off checks: Another premium check offered by SmartCarCheck is the write off

check. This check identifies if a vehicle has sustained significant damage in the past and has

been written off by an insurance company in the past.

This section also checks if a vehicle has Cat A, B, C/S, D/N, or F write-offs. 

Other premium records you can get are:

Auction records: Access detailed auction history,  type, seller type, date, location, VIN, overall

condition with photos if available

Log book details: Check V5C online, review V5C certificate issuance and changes in ownership.

Previous keepers: The car owner check provides ownership history, transaction dates, and

keeper changes.

Plate and color changes: Track alterations in plates and car color over time.

Alerts: exported, scrapped, certificate of destruction issued, imported, vehicle used before

registration, imported non EU, previous VRM North Ireland

Scrapped status: Determine if the vehicle is unfit for road use.

Imported status: Confirm if the car was imported, and its origin (EU or non-EU).

Certificate of destruction: Check if a certificate has been issued, indicating irreparable damage. 

Check MOT and tax dues

Vehicle Specifications: This section clearly shows the original specifications and equipment of

any vehicle. Here, you can find the:

>Year

>Make

>Model

>Trim

>Body style,



>Electric vehicle specifications, and others

SMMT details: SmartCarCheck has also included a section for SMMT details. It contains

information provided by the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders based on body type

and purpose. Here, the reports shows the:

>Trim

>Market Sector Code

>Marque

>Visibility Date

>Series, and more

MOT history: The last section shows an overview of the records of a vehicle's Ministry of

Transport (MOT) tests, indicating its maintenance history, roadworthiness, and any issues

identified during inspections.

For clarity, here is a sample report you can check showing most of the data included in the

report after the recent update.

With more vehicle check history available to the general public, car buyers and sellers can now

carry out transactions in the market confidently knowing the history and specifications of any

vehicle they come in contact with.

Car History Reports: Now User-Friendly and Easy-to-Comprehend

Car history reports are comprehensive documents that provide vital information about a

vehicle's specifications and records including outstanding finance records, previous keepers,

MOT history check, mileage readings, and more using the registration number or Vehicle

Identification Number (VIN).

As a trusted car check history report provider, SmartCarCheck is dedicated to offering

transparent and insightful reports to give buyers and sellers opportunities to  make informed

decisions.

Recently, SmartCarCheck underwent significant changes to enhance the usability and clarity of

its reports. These changes focused on improving the layout to make it more intuitive. Easy-to-

read, and comprehensive for car buyers and sellers.

The modifications improved readability, navigation, and created a better user experience for

users. With clearer sections, concise summaries, and better formatting, customers can now

easily interpret the information presented in the report.

Benefits of Car History Reports

https://smartcarcheck.uk/report/uk/RT62TES?type=dWtfcHJlbWl1bQ


"Car history reports serve as a crucial tool for buyers and sellers, offering peace of mind and

confidence in their purchase decisions," remarks Hafsa Anjum, Product Manager of

SmartCarCheck. "By providing comprehensive insights into a vehicle's past, our reports empower

users to make informed choices and avoid potential car scams."

For Buyers

Car history reports provide valuable insights into a vehicle's past, helping buyers make informed

decisions and avoid potential risks. With reports buyers can easily spot fraudulent sellers and

dealers and uncover hidden records about any vehicle.

With the new updates in the layout and data contained in the car reports, consumers can have a

more detailed view of the vehicle’s pasts, damages, outstanding finance, MOT history, mileage

discrepancies, fuel consumption, and more.

This way, they can easily spot untaxed car reports, stolen car reports, abandoned car reports,

protect their investments, verify a car’s true value, and make the right choices.

For Sellers and Dealers

Car check history reports are essential tools for sellers or dealers looking to build trust and

credibility with potential buyers. By providing transparent and detailed information about a

vehicle's history, sellers can demonstrate the quality and reliability of their vehicles, ultimately

increasing buyer confidence and facilitating faster sales.

As the automotive industry continues to evolve, getting access to the right information is

paramount. SmartCarCheck remains dedicated to providing top-tier services that prioritize

customer satisfaction and enable seamless transactions.

If you are buying a car, ensure to get a detailed report and protect yourself from hidden records

and car scams in the UK.

About SmartCarCheck

SmartCarCheck is one of the best providers of comprehensive car check history reports online in

the United Kingdom. With their reports, they empower car buyers, sellers, and dealers with

accurate and transparent vehicle information, ensuring informed decisions and better

transactions. 

They cover crucial aspects such as ownership history, MOT history, mileage verification, theft

records, written-off checks, outstanding finance, and more. This effectively protects consumers

and guides them to making the right choices only.
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